DISSENTING STATEMENT OF
COMMISSIONER AJIT PAI
Re:

Special Access for Price Cap Local Exchange Carriers; AT&T Corporation Petition for
Rulemaking to Reform Regulation of Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier Rates for
Interstate Special Access Services, WC Docket No. 05-25, RM-10593, Report and Order

In Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, the Queen of Hearts impatiently
exclaims: “Sentence first—verdict afterwards.”1 Unfortunately, the Commission’s approach
today draws more inspiration from the Queen of Hearts than the Administrative Procedure Act.
First, the Commission proclaims its “sentence” by suspending our current pricing flexibility
triggers. It then announces its intent to go about collecting the data necessary to reach a
“verdict” on the competitiveness of the special access market and the effect of the current rules
on prices. In short, the Commission has reversed the steps that a data-driven agency should take.
As a result, today’s action appears consistent with the Administrative Procedure Act only when
viewed through the proverbial looking glass.
These procedural infirmities, however, are not the most troubling aspect of this item.
Rather, it is the demise of the bipartisan deregulatory framework constructed by the Clinton
Administration (and maintained by the Bush Administration) so that the Commission can travel
down the rabbit hole of re-regulation. I do not expect that special access will be the only stop on
this journey. Rather, today’s order lays the predicate for the Commission to re-regulate fiber; a
consistent regulatory philosophy demands as much.2 Industry players will likely draw the same
conclusion. As a result, the Commission’s decision will chill infrastructure investment, slow the
deployment of next-generation networks, and impede job creation. At a time when the private
sector needs regulatory certainty and incentives to invest tens of billions of dollars in broadband
infrastructure, the Commission takes action today that will have precisely the opposite effect.
We should be encouraging competition and infrastructure investment, not undermining it.
We should be looking forward toward an all-IP world, not backward at legacy regulations
developed during the fading era of copper. And we should ground any changes to our rules on
data, not regulatory impulse. For these reasons, I respectfully dissent.
I.
For at least six years, the Commission has acknowledged that it does not have adequate
data to determine how the rules on the books are affecting competition and infrastructure
investment in the special access market.3 Scattered throughout the docket are the many
milestones: The Commission has asked parties to refresh the record on the special access
market,4 sought comment on the appropriate analytical framework for examining that market,5
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held a staff workshop on the analytical framework,6 requested information about the deployment
of special access facilities,7 and requested information about the prices, terms, and conditions
offered in the special access market.8
And yet, just four months ago, the then-Chief of the Wireline Competition Bureau
accurately summed up where things stand: “There is an incredible dearth of data. We need to
be able to show that costs either do or don’t relate to a market. We cannot do the analysis
without the data. I understand that it would be ideal for CLECs if we could just make a finding
without it. But we can’t.”9
The Commission itself said much the same thing to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit late last year. Despite the fact that it has been “actively engaged in
the process of gathering and analyzing data that might (or might not) bear out . . . assertions
about special access pricing,”10 the Commission represented to the D.C. Circuit that it did not
have the data to assess “how the pricing flexibility rules have affected the special access
market.”11 Specifically, the Commission told the court that it “[l]ack[ed] sufficient data to
resolve this fundamental dispute” and therefore “appropriately recognized that it should make no
decisions about revising its special access rules before it has compiled and analyzed an adequate
evidentiary record.”12 In other words, “[g]iven the highly fact-bound nature of the issues raised
by that proceeding,” any changes to our special access pricing flexibility rules must be “based on
a full evidentiary record.”13
Now, if the Commission had gathered material data in response to its September 2011
Special Access Competition Data Public Notice, then it might be possible to reconcile its filing in
the D.C. Circuit (but not the Bureau Chief’s April 2012 comments) with today’s order. But it
has not.14 Indeed, the Commission today does not claim that it has the data necessary to engage
in a meaningful assessment of the state of the marketplace.
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It acknowledges “limitations [in] our existing data set,”15 concedes the “widespread
accord in the record on the appropriateness of collecting additional data,”16 and asserts that
“further data . . . is needed” for “a comprehensive evaluation of competition in the market for
special access services.”17 Moreover, despite myriad findings regarding how well (or poorly) the
existing competitive triggers reflect the state of competition in the special access marketplace,
the Commission does not make a single finding about the effect our pricing flexibility rules have
had upon that marketplace—and the reason, it is safe to say, is a lack of data.
For example, when it comes to the key issue of the effect that our pricing flexibility
triggers have on prices, the most that the Commission can muster is that the “evidence is
inconclusive.”18 Thus, it “does not pass judgment on assertions” concerning our rules’ impact on
prices.19 Others who have looked at this question have reached a similar determination. The
General Accounting Office has concluded that the Commission “needs a more accurate measure
of effective competition and needs to collect more meaningful data,”20 but drew no conclusions
regarding how our pricing flexibility rules affected prices and deployment of special access
services. Similarly, the National Regulatory Research Institute has concluded that “the available
special access pricing data ‘do not support any clear conclusions about price trends. Some data
suggest rising prices, while other data suggest declining prices. Data quality could well be the
reason for these ambiguities.’”21
Given the state of the record, the next step that we should be taking in this proceeding is
obvious: a mandatory data collection.22 In May, when the Chairman’s Office first circulated an
order addressing special access, I made it clear that I strongly supported moving forward with
such a collection. Had we followed that path, we could have unanimously approved a mandatory
date collection in June. But it is now August, and still no mandatory data collection has been
issued. Remarkably, even today’s order does not contain one; instead, it only contains a promise
that a mandatory data collection will be forthcoming within 60 days.23 A Commission aspiring
to function as a data-driven agency should prioritize gathering the facts, not jumping to
conclusions.
***
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We should bring this decade-old proceeding24 to a close soon so that special-access
providers and purchasers will have the regulatory certainty they need to carry out their
businesses and invest in high-capacity infrastructure. The Commission apparently agrees: It
aims “for final conclusions on the need for overall reform of the special access marketplace to
occur in 2013.”25 I fear, however, that today’s order does not move us closer to resolving this
proceeding; it moves us farther away.
To begin with, the Commission’s timeframe is just not realistic. Any reasonable outline
of the necessary steps in the regulatory process illustrates why this is so. Let us say the
Commission does meet its 60-day target and issues a mandatory data collection in October. The
Paperwork Reduction Act does not allow such information collections to take immediate effect;
instead, we must first seek approval from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB).
Assuming we commence that process in a timely manner and everything goes smoothly, the
comment period on our proposed information collection will end in December.26 Then, if we
respond to comments and submit the collection to OMB by January 2013, there will need to be
another comment cycle, and the earliest OMB would approve the collection would be in March
2013.27 Under the best of circumstances, we will collect the information by May (60 days).
After that, our experts surely will need a few months to filter through that data, correct for errors,
and analyze it; perhaps they could do it by September 2013. Next, we would need to develop a
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. If the NPRM were issued in November, the comment cycle
would close in 2014. Final action in the proceeding might not happen for many months
thereafter, if not for a year.
Even if such an aggressive schedule were possible, today’s order makes it less likely that
the Commission will be able to stick to it. For one, today’s order declines to “exhaustively
specify the factors that will comprise our market analysis,”28 which muddies the contours of the
mandatory data collection (how do we know what data to seek if we do not know what factors
we should consider?). Instead, the Commission will seek public comment on the factors “in an
upcoming notice”—sometime.29
Furthermore, the Commission’s chosen framework—a full-blown market analysis—may
provide “analytical precision,”30 but it is also resource- and time-intensive. The fact that such
analyses take up “considerable time and expense” on the part of all interested parties was
precisely why the Commission rejected conducting market analyses prior to granting regulatory
relief in the Pricing Flexibility Order.31
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All in all, today’s decision illustrates two starkly different approaches for how the
Commission should proceed in the face of uncertainty. In my judgment, when faced with an
“incredible dearth of data,” the right answer is to collect the necessary information and analyze
that data before taking action. By contrast, the Commission’s choice is to re-regulate first and
collect data later.32
II.
Turning from procedure to substance, I strongly disagree with the merits of the
Commission’s decision to suspend the competitive showings (and accompanying regulatory
relief) adopted for special access and transport services in the Commission’s 1999 Pricing
Flexibility Order.33 In that order, the Commission recognized that traditional price-cap tariffing
rules “clearly limit [price-cap carriers’] ability to respond to competition.”34 For example,
traditional tariffing requires geographic averaging,35 putting price-cap carriers to a Hobson’s
choice of “lowering a rate throughout the area at issue or not lowering the rate at all” when
competing for an enterprise customer’s business.36 Similarly, unregulated competitors could use
volume and term discounts as a means of attracting customers and recouping the up-front costs
of investing in high-capacity infrastructure; restricting price-cap carriers from doing the same, as
traditional tariffing did, “distort[ed] the market for access services by preventing [them] from
competing efficiently.”37 In sum, traditional tariffing prevented price-cap carriers from
“tailor[ing] services to their customers’ individual needs”38 resulting in less competition and less
efficient deployment of high-capacity services.39
The Pricing Flexibility Order also recognized that, because ratemaking “is not an exact
science,”40 traditional price-cap tariffing could distort the competitive market and deter
Communications, Inc. for Forbearance from Regulation as a Dominant Carrier in the Phoenix, Arizona MSA, CC
Docket Nos. 96-262, 94-1, 98-157, CCB/CPD File No. 98-63, 14 FCC Rcd 14221, 14271–72, para. 90 (1999)
(Pricing Flexibility Order).
32
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infrastructure investment. For example, Part 69 rate structure rules could “create implicit
subsidies if [that rate structure] does not reflect accurately the manner in which [price-cap
carriers] incur the costs of providing a service.”41 Similarly, competitive entry would be deterred
if traditional tariffing required price-cap carriers “to price access services below cost in certain
areas.”42
The Pricing Flexibility Order determined that removing these regulatory obstacles to
competition and infrastructure investment advanced the Telecommunications Act of 1996’s
deregulatory, pro-competitive national policy43 and the goal of “foster[ing] competition and
allow[ing] market forces to operate where they are present.”44 And its theory for when to afford
relief was well within the mainstream of antitrust theory: The “presence of facilities-based
competition with significant sunk investment,” i.e., irreversible competitive entry, “makes
exclusionary pricing behavior costly and highly unlikely to succeed.”45 In other words, the
presence of competitive, high-capacity facilities in an area undermined a price-cap carrier’s
market power and justified allowing price-cap carriers to compete with their unregulated
brethren.46
I do not read anything in the Commission’s order as questioning the costs of traditional
tariffing, the benefits of the deregulatory relief afforded through pricing flexibility, or even the
theory of irreversible entry. Indeed, the Commission states that it cannot “evaluate . . . claims of
competitive harm based on the evidence to date in the record.”47 Nevertheless, the Commission
suspends the operation of the competitive triggers adopted in the Pricing Flexibility Order
because they are supposedly “not working as predicted,”48 are “both over-inclusive and underinclusive,”49 and are “likely resulting in both over- and under- regulation.”50 These conclusions
are, in turn, premised on three assertions: (1) that the competitive showings are not as simple to
administer as expected; (2) that collocation may produce an unreliable picture of competitive
conditions; and (3) that competitive entry in the special access marketplace occurs in areas
smaller than metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs). I address each of these assertions in turn.
Administrative Simplicity.—The evidence that the existing triggers are administrable is
simply overwhelming. By my count, the Bureau has processed 35 separate petitions for pricing
flexibility encompassing over 200 separate requests for pricing flexibility, all within the 90-day
deadline established by the Commission’s rules.51 That seems like a pretty substantial
administrative success to me. This is even more so the case when the biggest “controversies” the
41
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Bureau has faced are mistakes by two petitioners regarding the scope of geographic relief52 and
minor ambiguities regarding whether particular wire centers or revenues should be counted as
part of the competitive showing.53
Collocation.—I agree with the Commission that a competitor’s collocation of highcapacity equipment within a price-cap carrier’s wire center, coupled with the competitive
provision of transport, is not a perfect proxy for channel termination facilities or facilities built
out by non-collocating competitors.54
But then again, it was never meant to be. The Pricing Flexibility Order established
collocation-and-transport triggers because the high costs of collocation suggested substantial
sunk investment by competitors,55 because the existence of competitive transport facilities at
each collocation created actual competition for the price-cap carrier’s transport services,56 and
because such a measure was administrable and verifiable.57 Indeed, the arguments recited by the
Commission against using collocation as a measure of competitive entry were presaged in the
Pricing Flexibility Order. There, the Commission noted that collocation likely overstated
competitive entry in the channel termination market because competitors are likely to focus their
initial investments in carrying traffic from one aggregation point to the next and are most likely
to collocate if they intend to use the price-cap carrier’s last-mile facilities.58 Conversely,
“collocation may underestimate the extent of competitive facilities within a wire center because
it fails to account for the presence of competitors that do not use collocation and have wholly
bypassed [price-cap carrier] facilities.”59 The Pricing Flexibility Order explicitly accounted for
these imperfections when it established its competitive triggers.60
Moreover, even if the Pricing Flexibility Order incorrectly predicted that facilities-based,
collocating competitors would rely on price-cap carrier channel terminations “only on a
transitional basis,”61 that fact alone does not justify suspending the competitive triggers. The
question the Commission needs to ask and answer if it wants to suspend the triggers based on
this finding is why collocating competitors have not deployed channel termination facilities to
the extent predicted by the Pricing Flexibility Order (assuming that to be the case). One
possibility is that the persistence of price-cap regulation in Phase I areas or the potential
competition triggered by the irreversible competitive entry of collocating (and non-collocating)
competitors has in fact constrained special access prices so much that competitive deployment of
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last-mile channel terminations is unprofitable.62 If true, the lack of such facilities would show
that pricing flexibility works, not that it’s broken. Another possibility, of course, is that build-out
by non-collocating competitors has deterred collocating competitors from deploying their own
last-mile channel terminations, a phenomenon that also would not provide any justification for
suspending our pricing flexibility rules.
Geographic Scope of Relief.—The Commission’s final attack on the pricing flexibility
triggers targets the use of MSAs as the geographic scope of relief for pricing flexibility.63
Today’s order seizes upon a stray comment within the Pricing Flexibility Order—the decision to
set revenues-based triggers higher than wire-center-based triggers “to ensure that competitors
have extended their networks beyond a few revenue-intensive wire centers”64—and then ably
demonstrates that the current triggers do not always bear out that comment.65 The Commission
also finds, unsurprisingly, that “evidence suggests that demand varies significantly within any
MSA,”66 “that competitors have a strong tendency to enter in concentrated areas of high business
demand,”67 that “competitive entry is considerably less likely to be profitable and hence is
unlikely to occur in areas of low demand,”68 and that the few times we have granted regulatory
relief outside of MSAs, the grants were “based on high concentrations of demand.”69
None of these facts undermines the choice of MSAs as the most appropriate area for
analyzing irreversible competitive entry into a market. The Pricing Flexibility Order, for
example, specifically anticipated that “a few wire centers may account for a disproportionate
share of revenues for a particular service” and that is precisely why that order established
revenues-based triggers.70 Indeed, revenues-based triggers protect consumers by ensuring that
the competitive facilities are located where the customers actually are. Revenues-based triggers
also guard against gamesmanship by competitive local exchange carriers, who might only
collocate in areas of high demand to prevent a price-cap carrier from receiving any regulatory
relief.
What is more, the Commission’s approach ignores the complete cost-benefit calculus
underlying the Pricing Flexibility Order’s selection of MSAs rather than smaller geographic
areas: choosing a smaller area would require the filing of “additional pricing flexibility petitions”
(perhaps hundreds or thousands if done by wire center or zip code) that “might produce a more
finely-tuned picture of competitive conditions” but cannot “justif[y] the increased expenses and
administrative burdens.”71 If the Commission had reliable evidence that pricing flexibility
62
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granted under the existing triggers had led to anticompetitive conduct or unreasonably high
prices in the portions of an MSA without collocation-and-transport based entry, I perhaps could
see the logic behind requiring more granular geographic triggers despite the administrative hassle
they would likely create. But again, we lack the data to make that type of determination.72
In short, the Commission seems to believe that using MSAs is flawed because the
corresponding triggers grant price-cap carriers Phase II pricing flexibility even if a small
minority of customers within an MSA does not have competitive facilities collocated at the
nearest wire center.73 It seems to me this is precisely backwards. The vast majority of customers
within an MSA should not be denied the benefits of additional competition and infrastructure
investment on the theoretical possibility that a few customers may face higher prices.
The Decision to Suspend the Triggers.—Even if I were convinced by the Commission’s
analysis that the current pricing flexibility triggers were incurably flawed, I still could not join
today’s order because the remedy the Commission chooses is fatally overbroad.
For example, if the problem with the triggers is that revenues-based triggers allow
regulatory relief even if collocation and transport has occurred only in a few key wire centers,
then the Commission should suspend revenues-based triggers, not all the triggers. If using
MSAs yields pricing flexibility even when no competitor has deployed in a given wire center,
then shrink the scope of a relief to a single wire center. If our rules are ambiguous regarding
what wire centers or revenues to include in the analysis, we should clarify the rules. And if “our
decision to use the non-MSA parts of a study area . . . has made it impossible for Embarq to
obtain relief in Missouri despite the presence of competition,”74 if the triggers deny “pricing
flexibility where competitive alternatives are not recognized by the existing rules,”75 if our
existing triggers actually understate the extent of competition within the marketplace,76 then
revision of the triggers is the right remedy. Indeed, suspending the current triggers because they
are insufficiently broad is the regulatory equivalent of cutting off one’s nose to spite one’s face.
I also find the decision to suspend our pricing flexibility triggers troubling for three other
reasons. First, the primary complaint I have heard in this proceeding is about the price of
special-access services. And yet pricing flexibility Phase I, which we deny to any future
petitioners today, only lets price-cap carriers reduce their prices in response to competition. I am
not sure I see the consumer benefit in forbidding price reductions.77
Second, the Commission’s analysis entirely focuses on the pricing flexibility triggers for
special-access channel terminations. And yet the Commission suspends the triggers for transport
72
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services as well,78 even though the collocation-and-transport triggers are not a proxy for potential
special-access facilities (as they are with channel terminations) but instead represent the
deployment of actual, competitive alternatives to a price-cap carrier’s transport services.
Third, I question whether the Commission has provided adequate notice of its decision to
suspend the pricing flexibility rules in a manner consistent with the Administrative Procedure
Act. The Commission reasons that we have a “continuing obligation to practice reasoned
decision making,”79 and our rules allow us to suspend our own rules for “good cause.”80 No
quibble here, but the APA demands more: We must either publish notice of our intent to
suspend and amend our rules in the Federal Register or “for good cause find[] (and incorporate[]
the finding and a brief statement of reasons therefor in the rules issued) that notice and public
procedure thereon are impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest.”81
In a footnote, the Commission points to the seven-and-a-half year old Special Access
NPRM as the source of its notice. But that item specifically rejected the request for “a
moratorium on consideration of further pricing flexibility applications pending completion of the
rulemaking.”82 Given that the Commission today does not purport to rule on a petition for
reconsideration of that earlier decision (and the thirty-day deadline for the Commission to
reconsider that decision sua sponte has long since passed), I fail to see how the Commission can
reverse course here without providing new notice. In addition, leaving aside the requirements of
the Administrative Procedure Act, the fact that the Commission is forced to rely upon a neardecade-old NPRM as the foundation for today’s action itself demonstrates that the normal means
of rulemaking have been subsumed by the end of re-regulation.
III.
Aside from disagreeing with the Commission’s decision to suspend the pricing flexibility
triggers, I also cannot follow the path forward sketched out by the Commission.
First, the Commission suggests that a market-power/non-dominance analysis should be
the test for any regulatory relief.83 The Pricing Flexibility Order specifically considered—and
rejected—that approach,84 and I agree. For one thing, “non-dominance showings are neither
administratively simple nor easily verifiable.”85 Instead, they require the Commission to
consider “several complex criteria,” such as market share and supply elasticity, which “generate
considerable controversy that is difficult to resolve.”86 For another, I agree with the Pricing
Flexibility Order that the costs of “delaying regulatory relief outweigh any costs associated with
granting that relief before competitive alternatives have developed to the point that the
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incumbent lacks market power.”87 For yet another, the market power test developed in the
Competitive Carrier proceedings88 has traditionally been used by the Commission to determine
when regulatory obligations should be effectively eliminated—not merely altered.89 And
because pricing flexibility does not grant price-cap carriers “all the regulatory relief we afford to
non-dominant carriers,” a market power test is simply unnecessary.90
Second, the Commission seems to consider forbearance under section 10 of the Act to be
a sufficient means of granting regulatory relief to price-cap carriers during the suspension of the
competitive triggers.91 But the Pricing Flexibility Order adopted the competitive triggers in
response to forbearance petitions filed by price-cap carriers,92 and specifically rejected
forbearance (and the pending forbearance petitions) because the bright-line competitive triggers
obviated the need for the Commission to make “difficult market share determinations,” as
required by forbearance petitions.93 Moreover, forbearance petitions are handled in a far less
timely manner than are petitions for relief under our pricing flexibility triggers. The
Commission usually takes fifteen months to process the former, while the latter have almost
always been resolved within 90 days.
Third and finally, the Commission seems to discount the value of administrative
simplicity in favor of analysis on a more granular basis. I certainly agree that we should strive to
87
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understand the market as best we can. But I also agree with the assessment of the Pricing
Flexibility Order that we must not let the perfect be the enemy of the good. We are an agency of
limited resources, after all, and congressional appropriators are not likely to increase our budget
to analyze pricing flexibility petitions if we switch the geographic scope of our analysis from 306
MSAs to more than 40,000 zip codes.
IV.
At the end of the day, those in the private sector will likely be left with the same question
that I am: Why is the Commission in such a rush to re-regulate? As the Commission pointed out
to the D.C. Circuit, there are several avenues available to those who believe that carriers are
offering special access at rates, terms, and conditions that are not “just and reasonable.” First,
“[i]f they object to the rates or terms contained in a newly filed special access tariff, [they] can
ask the FCC to suspend [a] tariff for up to five months and to hold a hearing on the tariff’s
lawfulness pursuant to section 204 of the Act, 47 U.S.C. § 204.”94 Second, “if [they] believe that
[carriers] are providing special access on terms or conditions that are not just and reasonable,
they can bring an action in federal district court seeking damages under sections 206 and 207 of
the Act, 47 U.S.C. §§ 206–207.”95 Or third, “they can file an administrative complaint with the
Commission under section 208.”96 If these alternatives were good enough for the Commission
ten months ago, why are they no longer sufficient today?97 And more broadly, if the
Commission did not have sufficient data to take action back then, how are things any different
today?
I do not know the answer to these questions, and neither will those in the private sector. I
fear that those who must decide whether to invest tens of billions of dollars in next-generation
networks will conclude that this Commission’s first instinct is to re-regulate, even though it is
unable to assess the competitiveness of the special access market or the effect of the current
pricing flexibility triggers on prices given the current state of the record.
What does this portend for the future? If the Clinton Administration’s deregulatory
framework for special access can be dismantled upon such a thin record, will our current
deregulatory framework for fiber survive? The private sector will have serious doubts (as do I),
and this uncertainty will chill industry’s willingness to invest capital in broadband infrastructure,
deploy next-generation broadband networks, and create jobs. In a misguided attempt to reregulate the networks of yesterday,98 we will end up deterring investment in the IP networks of
tomorrow.
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***
At the end of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Alice wakes up from a trial that has
gone awry to discover that it had all been a dream. Similarly, it is my hope that someday, we
will look back on today’s order as merely a fleeting departure from the pursuit of policies that
provide strong incentives for infrastructure investment and facilities-based competition. If the
Commission can re-regulate special access on evidence comparable to that presented against the
Knave of Hearts,99 then it will not be difficult to reverse today’s decision and return to a more
pragmatic path.
Until then—curiouser and curiouser. I respectfully dissent.
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